
FAQs about ELF

1. What is ELF?

ELF is essentially a ‘contact language’ for people of different first languages for whom 
English is the chosen means of communication, including native speakers of English when 
they engage in intercultural communication. However, ELF is emphatically not the English 
as a property of its native speakers, but is democratized and universalized in the 
‘exolingual’ process of being appropriated for international use.
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2. Is ELF 'learner English'?

While all of us are, in a sense, life-long learners of any language, including our mother 
tongue (for instance when we extend our language use into new domains), there is still a 
(traditional) distinction made between the concepts of 'language learner' and 'language 
user'. With reference to this distinction, ELF speakers are not considered merely learners
striving to conform to native-speaker norms but primarily users of the language, where the 
main consideration is not formal correctness but functional effectiveness. Of course using 
and learning are related (you can learn while using), but the point is that with ELF the 
emphasis is on use and the learning is incidental. This user language may certainly exhibit 
the same forms as learner English, but the significance of the forms is a different one. 
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3. Is ELF ‘bad’ English?

As we conceive of it, ELF is not bad or deficient English – it is just different in form from 
native speaker English and serves different functions. It does not in principle lack the 
potential to be effective for all the communicative purposes it is appropriated for. It can 
occur in any kind of intercultural communication ranging from the most rudimentary 
utterances to highly elaborate arguments. Proficiency in ELF, i.e. the ability to achieve 
mutual intelligibility in intercultural exchanges, seems to be determined by aspects such as 
cooperation, accommodation, lingua-cultural awareness and open-mindedness towards 
innovative linguistic forms rather than formal linguistic criteria.
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4. Does ELF exclude all use of other languages?

ELF relates to other languages in the sense that it is evolving within a multilingual context. 
Influences of other languages are a natural and crucial characteristic of ELF at all linguistic 
levels (phonological, lexicogrammatical and pragmatic). As a means of communication, ELF 
is only one of several components of the multilingual repertoire of speakers and often 
combines with other languages as appropriate to the intercultural communicative situation. 
ELF is essentially a ‘partner language’.
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5. Do I speak ELF?

In line with our definition, any speaker using English for the purpose of intercultural 
communication (i.e. with a speaker of a different L1), in principle, speaks ELF – unless they 
(inappropriately) insist on speaking 'endolingually'. ELF is thus defined functionally by its 
use in intercultural communication rather than formally by its reference to native speaker 
norms. The crucial point is that speakers of whatever L1 can appropriate ELF for their own 
purposes without over-deference to native-speaker norms. This counteracts a deficit view of 
lingua franca English in that it implies equal communicative rights for all its users.
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